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The mechanism of cleavage in bcc Fe hw been invatigatad with electronic struc-
ture calculttiorm and compared to similu calculations modeling cleavage in other bcc
materials (Li, Nb, Me). Ithea been found in the BCC materida we have studied tbst
thoee known to undergo ( 100) cleavage show ●nhutcement of the density of statee
(DOS) on the virtual ourface layer ae the material u strained to failure. Using total
energy calculations it is -hOwn that there u s point of inflection (corresponding to
the point of nuuimum force versus diaplacerrwnt) in the total ●nergy St neuly the
wne point u the m~imum enhancement in the DOS. We conjecture that thie point
represents the trmsition stste for the fracture proceu. Extending them ideae, the
●lectronic structure near B Fe( 111) rain bounduy has been calculated both with
and without eegrcgated P, We find cleu evidence for the form~ion of h P band of
states, suggesting the ●xiater)ce of P-P inter~tions within the segregated layer. A
chemical model of straiminduced bond failure u suggatal in which bonds parallel to
th~ fracture surface compete with the cohaive Fe-Fe bonds normal to the surface,

Our approach to the study of mechanical behavior of metallic materials, snd to
the study of fracture in Farticulu, hu been to UH fht principle quantum mechmical
cajcu!atlons to mtudy the electronic otructure of ● hoet of materida which exlubit a
variety of ~chmic~ responses, Then correlation between the known mechanical
propertia ~d featurea observed in the calculated electronic properties ●e used co
provide s micrcwcopic urtders:anding. This in an extension of the method by which
the structure property relauonehlpa of metallurgy were ~tsblished and represents ●n
~xte~iott from the uncovery of relstlonshipe between crystal structure and propertied.

Until recently, ● first prmcipla study of fruture hea been complicated by an
Inabdity to model the fruturc proc~. Therefore, the correlation which have b~n
●ntabliahed ue between festura of the intrinsic nwchanical behmvior ●nd the elec.
tronlc structure of the stutmg (unfractured) material ( 1), By fu the more inter-
●tlng and technologically rew~ding ●ea of mveetigstiotl u the ●lectronic ●volution



associated with the fracture process. It is, after all, the competition between the
evolution of a crack and the emission of a dislocation which represents the deformation
process. Therefore an initial understanding of the changes in the electronic structure
accompanying cracking is an area which must be studied before a complete electronic
understanding of deformation can be obtained.

In this paper we use the layer Korringa-Kohn-Roatoker (LKKR) electronic struc-
ture technique (2,3,4) to study the evolution of the ( 100) cleavage process in bcc Fe
and the properties of an ideal Fe( 111) grain boundary and the electronic influence of
segregated P impurities at this boundary. The LKKR approach provides an accurate
and elegant solution to the Schrodinger equation, within the self-consistent fie!d and
local spin density approximations, for an infinite solid and only assumes translational
symmetry in two directions. The method models an isolated defect by embedding a
slab containing the defect m two serni-inifinite bulk regions m.d since Fe is magnetic,
allows spin-polarization of both bulk and interfsce regions. The mathematical details
and physics! approximate ions involved in LK KR interface calculations are discussed in
detail in refs. (2,3,4), and rather than reproduce the details here, we refer the reader
to these papers, The technique is thue ideally suited for studying interfaces in bulk
materials such as the (11 1) grain boundary as well as the cleavage process.

● (100) cleavage of Fe

The initial studies of cleavage on the ( 100) plane of Fe were undertaken by
modelling a simple interface in which only two interplanar spacings were expanded
from the bulk. This geometry is shown schematically in Fig, 1,
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Fe 2a: Fe cleavage 10% expansion
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Fig. 2b: Fe cleavage 30% expansion
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Fig. 2c: Fe cleavage 42% expansion
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Fig. 2d: Fe cleavage 50% expansion.
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Four calculationrn have been performed corresponding to ●xpa.nsiona between layera 4
ana 5 of 10%, 30%, 42% and 50% over the bulk interplmar sp=ing. The DOS for
each of the layem u a function of reparation for both majority and minority spiua

io ehown in Fig. 2. Beginning with the initial dilation of 10% (Fig 2a) the DOS
near the Fermi energy on the center layer (layer 5) u enhanced relative to the bulk,
this is particularly apparent on the opin down band. Thim enhancement ia timum
aomewtere between 30% and 42%. (Fi&. 2b and 2c) The 42% expanded layer spacing
(Fig. 2d) produces a central three layer region whert the ctructure in rigorou.aly fee.
We have Pmtu;ated in a previous work (5), using idew sugguted by Baler et al. (6)
for identifying bonda frmn atruc-ura iD the total charge density, that by symmetry
fcc crystals only have first neighbor bonds though bcc crystal have both fint and
second neighbor bonda. Thus the 42% expanaion corruponda to the breaking of the
second neighbor ( 100) bonds, present in all bcc materiab, at the interfaced layer and
should correspond to the mum in the force versus displacement curve. To confirm
this, the total energy for the four layer aeparmiona hao been computal and u shown
graphically in Figs. 3. We expect the maximum in the force vemu.a displacement
curve to corr-pond to a point of inflection in the total energy veraua wparation curve
of Fig, 3, AS u clearly seen such an inflection point ●xiata between the 30% and 42%
dilations. ~rther confirmations is provided in Fig. 4, where the electronic prenure,
which corresponds to an average preaaure, u plotted. A mu.irnum in the electronic

pr~ure is seen at approximately the same ●xpansion u the inflection point in the
tot al energy,

We take d] of this information ax a strong indication that the maximum in the
force verauo displacement curve occurs near M interlsyer spacing where the coordinw
tion is locally fcc and thus the second neighbor bon& that exist, by mymrnetrywithin
the bcc otructure are being broken. At thh interlayer mpacing, we pmtulate, that the
second neighbor bonda parallel to the virtual fracture mrface are competing with the
second neighbor bonck mcr~ the fracture surface. At greater interlsyer tpacing the
formation of bcunds parallel to the surface are energetically more fsvor-ble than those
acraa the interface and cerve to lower rurface energy, Hence ~he point d rnuimum
strain during ( 100) cleavage ti the point where bonda normal to the fracture surfsce
are exactly compensated by bonds paralkl to the fracture surface. Thi.a conjecture

is consistent with the enhancement of the DOS near the Fermi ener~ (Ef) on the
forming surface layer. An enhancement of the DOS near Ef i.a s festure we ~iate
with the changes in bonding from perpendicular to parallel to the interface raulting

from the lifting of degener~y along (l@) directions by the strtin. In an alternative
picture, the DOS near ZP ia A meaaure of the susceptibility of s system to respond
to come ●xterrml perturbatmn, In our cam the external perturbation is s stress and
the responm m s otrain. The enbancenwnt of the DOS neu Er on the central Isyer
OUMUU that the atotitic mechanism for cleavag? is #train localisation to the timic
borda ac~ cleavqge plain. In the limit of infinite aeparstion, two f= surfscea are

formed in which atomic relations at theoe m.trfaca will be tmall compued to tttst
betwam the turfues. Thus the strmin can be thought of u fully localized betwmr
the- tm turfacu.



Fig 3: Total Energy vs Separation
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● EJ*tronic Structure near a (111) grm”nboundary in Fe

If all fracture, including environmentally induced embrittlement, ia to occur by
similar atomietic mechanimna then we may expect that fracture in general ia the result
of a competition between bonda normal and parallel to a virtual fracture surface.
Further, the point of maximum bond strain should be characterized by statea croeeing
Er, siguified by some enhancement in the DOS near Er, M in the cleavage example
diecuseed above. Extending theee idem, a Fe (111) grain boundary with and without
segregated P hes been investigated with the LKKR approach. The unrelaxed Z 3
grain boundary structure which we have examined u formed by joining a stack of
(111) 14anee with ita mirror image. The P stoma me placed in the centre of the
trigond capped prime formed at the grain boundary. Thie site givea a hard sphere
radiua to be dmoet identicd to that of the P covalent radiua, thus we expect this to
be the likely segregation site at this boundary.

In accordance with o~mconjecture we expect that if P embrittka thb ( 111) bounc!-
ary then we would find mne enhancement of the DOS near EF on the boundary layer.
Accordingly, Fig. 5 shows the DOS for this Gab boundary with (Fig. 5b) and with-
out (Fig. 5a) segregatedP. There ia significant contraction of the d-bada at the
boundary which h a direct remdt of the reduced coordination at the boundary. Aa
a consequence, the magnetic moment is enhanced from the bulk value of 2.2pB to
3.6@? at the boundary I=yer. Fig 5a shows a am+ enhancement of the DOS near EF
on the bounduy layer in the minority band only. The influence of P on the Fe(111 )
boundary ia shown in (Fig. 5b). The DOS for the interface layer u broken down into
P and Fe contributions. On summing the two contribution we find an enhancement
in the minority DOS neu EF on the boundary layer (layer 4). There ia duo significant
P-P and Fe-P interaction M evidenced by both the peak at -MleV in the P DOS and
the broad band featurea between Oand -6eV of EF. As expected, the influence of the
P atonm on the magnetic propertia of this boundary ie to dramatically reduce the
moment to 2.6pB by forming Fe-P bonds. The effect of the P impuritke ie to form
P-P and Fe-P bonde ~hich will be predominantly parallel to the interface, suggesting
a weakening of the interface. The overall featura of this boundary are similar to
those eeen in both LKKR and cluster cdculatione on Ni(210) boundaries both with
and without segregated S (7). The analogy with the (100) cleavage of Fs would be the
formation of P-P and P-Fe bonds pardkl to the bounduy that compe~ with F-Fe
bonds normal to the boundary. This piacee a strong conetrairtt on the geometry at a

brittle bounduy. If we aaeume that P will occupy the interaticm of trigond capped
priama then a condition for ● brittle boundary would be that these trigonal priarrm
ehared edgee within the boundary. Thue ttrain normal to the bounduy will create
a conditioa in which tbe formation of P-P horde paraIiel to the boundary complete
with tbe straiaed F&Fe bonds normal to the bounduy. Note the formation d the
P-P b+ parallel to the boundary will duo act to lower the surface energy, thuc
promoting tbe tendency for P to embrittle Fe.
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Fig 5a: Fe (111)7 layer grain boundary
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Fig 5b: Fe (111)+ P 6 layer grain boundary
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The electronic structure of simple geometries representinganFe(111) grain bound-
ary and Fe( 100) cleavage have been calculated with the spin polarized LKKFt tech-
nique. In the cleavage calculations we firid that the point of inflection in the energy aa
a function of separation ia close to the point where, by symmetry, the second neigh-
bor bcc bonds at the interface .ue broken. A signature for this ia an enhancement of
the electronic DOS near EF. Calculations are currently underway to test whether a
significantly difTcrent DOS near EF can be generated by packing polyhedra contain-
ing segregated impuriti- which either are noninteracting or @harecorners, edges, or
faces. In the grain boundary calculations, we find clear evidence for the formation of
both P-P and P-Fe interactions, suggesting the weakening of the in~erface by pref-
erential bonding in the plane of the interface. A chemical mc.del of strain-induced
bond failure is ~uggested in which impurity-impurity bonds parallel to the fkacture
surface compete for the cohesive Fe-Fe bonds normal to the surface. Such a situation
is conjectured to produce t’ie enhancement of the LXX near EF conaiatent with the
changes thought to be a prerequisite for brittle failure.

This work was supported by the Office of Naval Ikearch, the Department of
Energy and the National Science Foundation.
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